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Abbreviations
ST= Small Town
Ex= Expert
So= Sorcerer
SE= Save Ends

LT= Large Town
SC= Small City
Comm= Commoner
Warr= Warrior
Wz= Wizard
Ft= Fighter
SEB= Save Ends Both

LC= Large City
Rog= Rogue Ad= Adept

Cl= Cleric

HOW TO READ ENTRIES
ST=Ex5 (Cartwright), Ex1, 3Comm1 indicates that in a Small Town (ST) this Cartwright’s building has a Cartwright
who is an Expert of 5th level, one who is an Expert of 1st level, and 3 Commoners of 1st level.
“17. HEALER- B/B 6a-9p” indicates that building #17 belongs to the Healer; the building has a type ‘B’ wall and
Type ‘B’ roof and is open for business from 6am to 9pm.

HOUSES
The HOUSE section describes who lives in the house and their relation to the primary worker such as the Weaver.
Relatives are not workers unless it says so in the description. All others listed are workers who live with the owner and
usually sleep in the loft.
Example: A- House- ST=Ex5 (Cartwright), Ex1 (son, worker), Comm1 (spouse), 3Comm1
This indicates that in a Small Town (ST), the 5th level Expert Cartwright lives with his Commoner spouse who is 1st
level, his Expert son who is also 1st level and works in the shop, and the 3 non-relative Commoners of 1st level who
sleep in the loft.
MAP NOTE: The house can be found on any map by the number (#) of the building followed by an ‘A’ or ‘B’. For
instance, if you need to find the Cartwright’s house, look for the shop’s number (#13) followed by an ‘A’. In a large
city (LC), the Cartwright has a second house, labeled ‘13B’.
All buildings that have an ‘A’ or ‘B’ after their number are residences.
LOCKS AND ARCANE LOCKS
Where an object has a lock and an arcane lock, Disable Device and Break DCs are given as “##/##”, this refers to the
DC without/with the arcane lock spell in effect. Example: Iron Door- Locked/Arcane Locked (DC20/30); Break
(DC25/35).

TEXT BOX COLORS
= Read by the DM to players
= DM additional general information

= Treasure

= Magic effect

= Guards and defending creatures

= Traps

= NPC Information

WALL/ROOF TYPES AND STATISTICS
Wall Type
A
B
C
D
E
Roof Type
A
B
C
D

Description
Stone Wall w/mortar
Masonry Wall, Brick
Stone Wall, Natural
Wood Wall
Adobe Wall
Description
Slate Roof
Wood Shingle Roof
Thatch Roof
Flat Stone Roof

Break DC Exterior
35
30
40
26
20

Break DC Interior
30
25
35
21
15

Break DC
25
20
10
40

Climb DC
21
16
26
10

1

Climb DC
15
20
20
20
10

1. LEATHER SHOP- D/B 8a-6p
A- This well-lit shop smells of leather and oils. There are two long tables to your left full of leather products. Wall pegs
on the outer and dividing walls hold leather straps, belts, and various other items for sale. There is a counter with a flip
shelf in front, behind which are half-panel swinging doors opening to a back room. The dividing wall is 8’ high with the
roof peaked at 10’ above, leaving 2’ of clearance. A leather-clad assistant sits on a stool behind the counter.

ITEMS

COST

CAPACITY

#AVAIL

Backpack

2gp

20 lb

10

Flask

3cp

1 pt

30

Leather, sq yd

6sp

--

10

Sack

1sp

15 lb

20

Belt Pouch

1gp

4 lb

20

Saddle

25gp

---

8

Saddle Bags

4gp

100 lb

10

Belt

2gp

---

10

Water skin

1gp

1/2 gal

40

Whip

1gp

---

5

Pack Saddle

5gp

---

10

Military Saddle

20gp

---
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B- Workroom- Contains two long tables and six stools. There are windows on the wall to your right and on the opposite
wall on the far left. There are leatherworking tools on the tables and scraps of leather on the floor. A large 8’ diameter
vat in one corner is filled with some type of liquid and there is an iron tray with coals in it under the vat.
The leather shop owner (expert) sells customized pieces to the haberdasher, weaver, jeweler, and armorsmith. He has an
agreement with the provisioner to not sell leather armor from the shop. He will send customers to the provisioner for
armor and other items not on the sale list.

ST or LT= Ex7 (Leatherworker), 2Comm1; SC or LC= Ex10 (Leatherworker), 5Comm1
Draconic Guard Drake- A guard drake roams around the back room and will stay there unless it hears battle. At night it
freely roams the front and back, attacking any non-worker who enters the building.
There are two sets of leather armor ready to go to the provisioner. During the day, Perception (DC22) reveals a small
pouch under the vat that contains 20sp. At night, the pouch is with the leatherworker and contains 15gp.
A- House- Ex7 (Leatherworker), Comm1 (wife), and 2Comm1 (son workers); SC or LC= Ex10 (Leatherworker),
5Comm1
Chest- Wood, Locked (DC22); AC= 4, HP= 15, Hardness= 5; contains a set of leather armor, a backpack, four water
skins, a saddle, and at night the pouch from the shop (15gp). The chest is in the bedroom.
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2. CARPENTER- D/B 8a-6p
A- This well-built shop opens into a large room with displays of chairs, stools, chests, poles, oars, and wardrobes. There
is a door in the middle of the opposite wall from beyond which you hear saws and hammers. A shop worker comes
from the back room to greet you.
ITEM FOR SALE

Bucket
Wood Chest
Ladder, 10’
Boat Oar
Stool
Table 3’x3’x4’
Bench 6’x2’
Barrel
Crate 4’x4’x4’
Weapon Rack
Box 2’x6”x6”
10’ Pole
Shovel, Spade
Chair
Portable Desk
Table 4’x6’x3’
Table 5’x10’x4’
Bench 10’x2’
Cask
Wood Door
Keg
Bookcase

PRICE

5sp
2gp
5gp
2gp
1gp
10gp
1gp
5gp
5gp
8gp
1gp
2sp
2gp
2gp
30gp
15gp
20gp
2gp
1gp
10gp
3gp
40-100gp

CAPACITY

#AVAIL

3 gal
40 lb
----------20 gal
100 lb
---3 lb
--------------3 gal
--10 gal
---

15
10
10
20
12
4
10
5
4
2
5
10
5
10
2
3
3
12
10
2
3
Spec.

B- Workroom- Has three separate areas. The first area you enter is subdivided by a long table at a right angle to a wall on
your left that stores bookcases and chests. On the back wall to the right there is a window. The four tables have saws,
chisels, small hammers, hand drills, wood plugs, and glue vats on them and work stools in front of them. Around the
corner to your left is a workspace. One table has wood planks of all sizes on it and the other has iron rings for barrels,
kegs, and casks. (The wood is ash, chestnut, cherry, dark wood, hickory, mahogany, maple, oak, teak, alder, balsa, cedar,
fir, pine, and yew.) The last area holds chests, barrels, ladders, and another worktable.
The owner (expert) makes parts and trades with the provisioner, armorsmith, weaponsmith, jeweler, temple, and
shipwright.
ST= Ex7 (Carpenter), 2Comm1; LT= Ex7 (Carpenter), 5Comm1; SC= Ex7 (Carpenter), 5Comm1, 1 Ad1; LC= Ex10
(Carpenter), 8Comm1, 1Ad1
One of the wood chests piled in the back has 22gp and 40sp, which goes to the owner’s house each night.
A- House- ALL= Ex7 or Ex10 (Carpenter), Comm1 (wife), 2Comm1 (son and daughter workers), 2Comm1 (from shop)

Chest- Wood, Locked (DC22); AC= 4, HP= 15, Hardness= 5; contains 27gp, 1 gem worth 50gp. The chest is in the
bedroom.
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3. BREWER- A/A 8a-6p
A- This well-lit shop has a 20’x20’ area with a table and four chairs just to your right. Straight ahead and down a short
hall there are kegs, barrels, and casks stacked on the left wall. An opening at the end of the hall has a door opposite it
on the right. There are beer steins on the table with chunks of bread and cheese for customers who want a sample. A
burly-looking brewer sits at the table playing cards with a well-armed individual. The brewer greets you.

Perception (DC 17)- You barely make out an arrow slot in the wall next to a painting opposite and to the right of the entry
door.
ITEM FOR SALE

COST

QTY

#AVAIL

Ale, Common, Flask
Ale, Common, Cask

6sp
2gp

1 pt
3 gal

50
20

Ale, Common, Keg
Ale, Common, Barrel

6gp
12gp

10 gal
20 gal

10
10

Ale, Fine, Flask
Ale, Fine, Cask
Ale, Fine, Keg
Ale, Fine, Barrel

5gp
12gp
36gp
80gp

1 pt
3 gal
10 gal
20 gal

25
10
10
10

ITEM FOR SALE

COST LC ONLY CHILLED

Beer, Common, Bottle
Beer, Common, Cask
Beer, Common, Keg
Beer, Common, Barrel
Beer, Draft, Bottle
Beer, Draft, Cask
Beer, Draft, Keg
Beer, Draft, Barrel

5sp
18sp
5gp
12gp
2gp
6gp
18gp
40gp

+1gp
+25sp
+10gp
+15gp
+3gp
+10gp
+25gp
+45gp

QTY

#AVAIL

1 pt
3 gal
10 gal
20 gal
1 pt
3 gal
10 gal
20 gal

20
20
10
10
10
10
10
20

The brewer (Comm7 or Exp7) will allow samples for serious customers with the understanding that they will buy
something or pay for the samples (a 2 pt glass). When not playing cards, he is in the private room and will listen for
customers while readying his crossbow. (The door is Locked (DC18); he has the key.)
ST= Comm7 (Brewer), Ex1, Comm1, Ba1 (Guard); LT= Comm7 (Brewer), Ex1, 2Comm1, Ba1 (Guard);
SC= Ex7 (Brewer), Warr 1 (Guard), Warr1, 3Comm1; LC= Ex7 (Brewer), Warr1 (Guard), So1, Ad5
B- Private room- Contains a bed, desk, chair, and chest. It is occupied (at night) by the employed guard. An arrow slot
is visible just to the right of the bed.
The bed in this room is a bed of rapid rest.
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The armed employee is the enforcer of the rules and the night guard (Ft1 or War1).
C- Vats- The back room is large and contains brass vats and kettles along the long back wall. A 10’ table and two stools
have measuring scales on them. There are storage crates near the vats with barrels on the opposite wall and casks lining the
rest of the room’s walls.
The crates contain barley, hops, yeast, and spices. Some of the barrels contain fresh water that is refilled throughout the
day. One of the barrels has purification stones. The brewer does business with the farmers, provisioner or bazaar for the
spices, the carpenter for the barrels, and the inns and casinos to sell.
Chest- Wood, Locked (DC20); AC= 8, HP= 10, Hardness= 5; 39gp, 10sp, 1 potion of healing, 2 gems (10gpe).
In the large cities the sorcerer can chill the beer for storage and transport. The chill lasts until the container the beer is in
is opened.
A- House- Comm7 or Ex7 (Brewer), Comm1 (wife), Comm1 (son worker), Comm1 (child)
Chest- Wood, Locked (DC17); AC= 8, Hardness= 5, HP= 15; in it is a pouch with 42gp and 10sp.
B- House- All non-relative workers from the shop live here. There is a chest in the bedroom.
Chest- Reinforced Wood, Locked (DC22); AC= 6, Hardness=7, HP= 20; Trapped; Poison Needle, +11 vs. AC, 1d6+3
poison dmg, ongoing 5 poison dmg until unconscious; aftereffect (slow and daze) (SEB). It contains 10 chill ritual
scrolls, 48gp, 29sp, 4 gems (25gpe), 2 potions of healing.

4. PARCHMENTMAKER- A/B 8a-6p
A- This small room has a set of shelves to your left that contains rolls of vellum, papyrus, and parchment, along with
some scroll cases and wax. Swinging doors across from the entrance lead to the back room. The owner comes from there
to greet you.

ITEM FOR SALE

COST

# AVAIL

Parchment, Sheet (Hide)
Vellum, Sheet (Cloth)
Papyrus, Sheet (Tree)
Waterproofing/sheet
Map/Scroll case
Scroll Organizer
Sealing Wax, 10 apps
Ritual/Spell Book

2sp
4sp
1gp
+1gp
2gp
8gp
2gp
50gp

500
200
100
--12
10
10
5

The owner (Comm5 or 7) does trade and business with the scribe, bookkeeper (sells), cartographer, lumberjack, and
skinner.
ST or LT= Comm5 (Parchmentmaker), Comm1; SC= Comm7 (Parch), Comm1; LC= Comm7 (Parch), Comm1
B- Workroom- Has a very long worktable containing tall stacks of various parchments. A large copper vat has a coal fire
under it and contains some kind of oil. Three drying racks have parchment strips on them and the roof rafters have
even more.
A- House- Comm5 or 7 (Parch), Comm1 (wife), Comm1 (small child), Comm1 (son worker)
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5. COBBLER- E/C 6a-6p
A- This long, narrow shop has two long tables full of footwear, and at the far end a set of swinging doors leads to a
back room.

ITEM FOR SALE

COST

#AVAIL

Sandals
Soft Shoes
Hard Shoes
High Soft Boots
High Hard Boots
Climbing Boots (+2 CL)

1sp
3sp
4sp
1gp
2gp
5gp

10
12
10
15
20
15

The cobbler (Ex1) trades with the leatherworker, skinner, and trapper, and sells to the provisioner.
ST, LT or SC= Ex1 (Cobbler), Comm1; LC= Ex1 (Cobbler), Comm5, Comm1
B- Back Room- Contains a long table with leatherworking tools, small nails, wood replicas of many feet of different
sizes, and two stools.
A- House- Ex1 (Cobbler), Comm1 (wife), Comm1 (daughter), Comm1 (worker son). In LC +1 Comm5 worker. The
unlocked chest in the bedroom contains 5gp and 7sp.

6. FLETCHER- A/A 8a-6p
A- This simple room has a large table with a display of arrows, and open crates full of arrows in quivers lining the far
wall. Across from the entrance are swinging doors to the back room. A worker comes through them to greet you.

ITEM FOR SALE

Arrows, Shortbow (30)
Arrows, Longbow (30)
Arrows, Greatbow (30)
Arrows, Silvered

COST

1 gp
1 gp
1 gp
+2 gpe

#AVAIL

1,000
1,000
500 *
**

* = In cities only
** = In Large Cities only, by special order
Note- Fletching colors can be customized at no extra
cost but will take 1 hr per 30 arrows.

The fletcher trades with the blacksmith (tips), stonemason (tips), alchemist (resin), farmer (feathers), animal tender
(feathers), and carpenter (dowels).
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ST= Ex5 (Fletcher), Comm1; LT= Ex5 (Fletcher), 3Comm1; SC= Ex7 (Fletcher), 3Comm1, Ft1; LC= Ex7 (Fletcher),
2Comm5, Warr1
In the cities the building is guarded at night (Ft1 or Warr1).
B- Workroom- Has a worktable with four stools and a large vat of a sticky substance bubbling with a coal fire beneath it.
There are storage bins with wood dowels, sacks and crates of feathers, a cask of pine resin, a crate full of metal tips,
and another of stone tips along the back wall.
A- House- ST or LT= Ex5 (Fletcher), Comm1 (wife worker), 2Comm1 (son workers); SC= Ex7 (Fletcher), Comm1
(wife), 2Comm1 (son workers), Ft1 in loft during day; LC= Ex7 (Fletcher), Comm1 (wife), 2Comm5 (son workers),
Warr1 in loft during day.

7. BOWYER- A/A 6a-8p
A- This well-kept room contains storage bins, shelves, and wall pegs all displaying bows of many varieties and sizes.
There is a solid-looking door opposite the entrance. A worker near the entrance greets you.

ITEM FOR SALE

COST

#AVAIL

Shortbow

30gp

30

Longbow

75gp

30

Greatbow

30gp

10*

* = Available in cities only.

The bowyer (Ex) trades with the butcher (catgut) and the lumberjack.
ST= Ex5 (Bowyer), Comm1, Warr1; LT= Ex5 (Bowyer), 3Comm1, Warr1; SC= Ex7 (Bowyer), Comm5, Ft1, 2Comm1;
LC= Ex10 (Bowyer), 2 FT1, So1, 2Comm1
B- Workroom- Contains worktables, storage crates, an iron vat with a smokeless fire pit, and cords of bowstring. One of
the tables has posts sticking out of it with a bent bow clamped on it.
There is always a guard at night in the shop. In the cities there are two guards in the shop during the day, along with a
sorcerer during the mid-shift.
Hidden in the false bottom of a crate Perception (DC18) is an iron box, unlocked, with 123gp and 29sp. It is taken home each
night by the bowyer.
A- House- ST= Ex5 (Bowyer), Comm1 (wife), Comm1 (son worker), Warr1 (son Guard); LT= Ex5 (Bowyer), Comm1
(wife worker), 2Comm1 (son workers), Warr1 (son Guard); SC= Ex7 (Bowyer), Comm5 (wife worker), Ft1 (son Guard),
Comm1 (son worker); LC=Ex10 (Bowyer), Comm1 (wife worker), 2Ft1 (son Guards), So1 (Guard)
A- Workers’ House- LT= 2Comm1 workers (a husband/wife team for the bowyer); SC= Comm5, Comm1 workers; LC=
So1 (Guard), Ft1 (Guard), Comm1 (worker)
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8. VINTNER- C/A 8a-6p
A- The large entry room displays a sign with prices on it on the wall opposite the entrance. The room widens to your left,
with twenty kegs and twenty casks stacked on the far wall. A table with six chairs is set up with pewter goblets for taste
testing. You notice an opening ahead and to your right. Through the opening there is a closed door on the right and
swinging doors that lead to the back room. A distinguished-looking gentleman who was sitting at the table stands to greet
you.
Perception (DC18)- You notice an arrow slot just behind the sign to its left.
ITEM FOR SALE

COST

Common Wine, Bottle
5cp
Common Wine, Cask
35sp
Common Wine, Keg
10gp
Common Wine, Barrel
20gp
Good Wine, Bottle
1sp
Good Wine, Cask
9gp
Good Wine, Keg
27gp
Good Wine, Barrel
50gp
Fine Wine, Bottle
10gp
Fine Wine, Cask
240gp
Fine Wine, Keg
750gp
Fine Wine, Barrel
1500gp
Fire Wine, Bottle
12gp
Fire Wine, Cask
300gp
Fire Wine, Keg
1200gp
Fire Wine, Barrel
2400gp
*= Cities Only

QTY

1 pt
3 gal
10 gal
20 gal
1 pt
3 gal
10 gal
20 gal
1 pt
3 gal
10 gal
20 gal
1 pt
3 gal
10 gal
20 gal

#AVAIL

400
50
25
20
300
50
20
10
100
25
20*
5*
50*
10*
5*
1*

The vintner sells to the casinos, inns, and the public. He trades with the carpenter, farmers, and teamster. The clerics use
purify food rituals to assure quality. They can also use the ferment ritual to accelerate the process 10 to 1. The fighter in
the cities is the daytime relief for the warrior; when not on duty he helps in the back, but is always armed.
At the bottom of the stairs is an iron door; Locked (DC20), Break (DC28); AC= 5, Hardness= 10, HP= 40; any noise
gives the guard drake inside the initiative during the day. The cellar floors have anchorstones for total coverage.
ST= Noble1 (owner), Ex5 (Vintner), Warr1 (Guard); LT= Noble1 (owner), Ex7 (Vintner), Warr5 (Guard), Cl1;
SC= Noble1 (owner), Ex7 (Vintner), Warr5 (Guard), Cl1, Ft1; LC= Noble5 (owner), Ex10 (Vintner), Warr5 (Guard),
CL1, Ft1
B- Workroom- Five large wooden vats rest in 2’ high circular depressions on a platform; drains with spigots in them
extend in front. Copper kettles with smokeless fires under them contain a strange mix of spicy liquids. There
are many empty barrels, casks, and kegs along the wall. Behind a dividing wall to your right is a set of stairs going
down.
AT NIGHT- A draconic guard drake will attack any non-worker that enters the back room.
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C- Cellar- The cellar is 20’ down and has a 15’ ceiling with masonry walls and flagstone floors. It’s kept at forty degrees
and there are hundreds (total quantity available from charts) of casks, bottles, kegs, and barrels.
If the door is closed, a symbol can be seen
on the back. Knowledge: Arcana (DC25)
to identify as a signet arch.
Active Spell- Chill is keeping it cold in
here and there is an anchorstone in every
5’ square.
Close inspection reveals the vintner’s
signet symbol etched on every bottle, cask,
keg, and barrel. It matches the symbol on
the door arch glowing on the keystone.

If any container with the symbol on it passes the door threshold without the command word or the vintner’s signet ring
on the carrier, the container will rupture and its contents will spill out. If the money cask illusion is fooling the group, they
will believe it spilled out liquid, not coin. If the arch is tampered with in any way, it will cause all casks in the room to
Explode; Reflex (DC15); all within 15’ take 1d10 burst dmg and are knocked prone. The room will fill 2’ deep with
spoiled liquid.
If the group is successful in stealing expensive wine, they will find that, due to guild rules, very few merchants will buy a
cask with a signet symbol on it. A dishonest rogues guild member may buy it at 1/5 value.
During the day there is a draconic guard drake. It will attack any non-worker who enters the cellar, or anyone who opens
the money cask but the noble.
Secret Cask- Perception (DC22) contains 460gp, 89sp, 10 gems (50gpe). It weighs exactly the same as the other casks and
feels like it’s full of liquid, which is an illusion affecting whomever searches it; Will save (DC25).
A- House- ST= Ex5 (Vintner), Noble1 (wife), Warr1 (son Guard); LT= Ex7 (Vintner), Noble1 (wife), Warr5 (son
Guard), Cl1 (son); SC= Ex7 (Vintner), Noble1 (wife),Warr5 (son Guard), Cl1 (son worker), Ft1; LC= Ex10 (Vintner),
Noble5 (wife), Warr5 (son Guard), Cl1 (son worker), Ft1. The vintner keeps the treasure on himself but gambles most of
his profits.
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9. SKINNER- A/A 6a-6p
A- The front of this shop has numerous animal hides with the fur on them and some pre-cut square yard pieces without the
fur. Coat racks have many types of skins and furs ready for purchase. There are swinging doors opposite the entrance that
lead to a smelly workroom. A worker steps through to greet you.

He will buy furs or skins for ½ listed price
if not severely damaged or burnt. If
damaged, he will use make whole and
deduct 10%.
The skinner trades with the leatherworker,
armorsmith, butcher, cobbler, trappers, and
haberdasher.

ITEMS FOR SALE

TYPE AND QUANTITY

COST

Common Furs

Badger(2), Beaver(10), Fox(5), Rabbit(20), Raccoon(20), Rat(10), Sheep(10), Weasel(5)

Uncommon Furs
Rare Furs

Ape(1), Bear(1), Boar(1), Camel(0), Lion(0), Wolf(2), Wolverine(2), Worg(1)
Cheetah(1), Leopard(0), Mink/Ermine(1), Seal/Sea Lion(1), Tiger(0)

Exotic Furs
Common Skins
Uncommon Skins
Rare Skins

Polar Bear(0), Dragonspawn(0), Dragonkind Beast(0)
Bat(1), Bison(2), Boar(3), Camel(0), Cow(15), Deer(10), Horse(5), Lizard(10), Pig(20),
Sheep(10)
Alligator/Crocodile(2), Ape(1), Elephant(0), Snake(5)
Rhinoceros(0), Seal/Sea Lion(1), Shark(0), Polar Bear(0)

2-500gpe
2gpe
20gpe
200gpe

Exotic Skins

Dragonkind Beast(0), Dragonspawn(0), Dragon(0)

2-500gpe

2gpe
16gpe
160gpe

ST or LT= Ex5 (Skinner), 3Comm1; SC= Ex7 (Skinner), 2Comm1, Ex1; LC= Ex7 (Skinner), 2Comm1, Ex5
B- Tanning Room- The back room has a long work table with wood clamps, stools, rolling devices, two large copper vats
with filthy water in them, and a wood door opposite you on the wall.

Wolf Skin- Perception (DC21)- Hidden in a pile of skins, one skin with a false lining has 27gp, 13sp, and 3 scrolls of
make whole, which is taken to the skinner’s house at night.
C- Rack Room- This back area is fenced in like a porch and has six drying racks covered with various hides. The fence is
screened with a fine-weave wire.
A- House- ST or LT= Ex5 (Skinner), Comm1 (wife), 2Comm1 (son workers), Comm1 (daughter worker);
SC= Ex7 (Skinner), Comm1 (wife), 2Comm1 (son workers), Ex1 (daughter worker); LC= Ex7 (Skinner), Comm1 (wife),
2Comm1 (son workers), Ex5 (daughter worker); the above treasure is moved to the skinner’s room and appears as a
blanket on the floor in front of his bed.
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